
ArtistView 6.6-3 Release Notes
##############################################################################

@RELEASE: 6.6-3

##############################################################################

==== CL 13340 ====
@FIX:Fixed issue when trying to remove jobs from ArtistView that have either not synced internally or have been removed from the supervisor.

==== CL 13306 ====
@FIX:Fixed search bug that would require you to search for nothing between two separate search terms.  Now you can search one term, then
search another term.
@CHANGE:Refresh clear cache is only avaiable through the View pulldown menu.

==== CL 13297 ====
@FIX:Correct font color for selected items in Windows

==== CL 13295 ====
@NEW:Support for OS X 10.10 Yosemite.

==== CL 13289 ====
@FIX:Frame and Instance timeout now correctly display in ArtistView's job modify dialog.

==== CL 13284 ====
@NEW:View EXR images in the Thumbnails tab
@NEW:Much faster preview of EXR images
@NEW:Always cache all images in Preview tab
@NEW:Preview and Thumbnails tab share image cache when necessary
@CHANGE:Removed "Cache All Images" button in Preview tab, as it is no longer necessary
@FIX:If cache is interrupted, regenerate cached images at next opportunity
@FIX:If you click on a different job while the Preview tab is caching, the previous job will stop caching
@FIX:Thumbnails plugin webpage now loads JS at the end of the page for better performance.
@CHANGE:Update the number of cached preview images to 1000 by default.

==== CL 13195 ====
@FIX:When killing a job at the job level, kill all running and pending frames rather than set them back to a pending state.

==== CL 13192 ====
@CHANGE:Removed QubeLocker from ArtistView as it is a stand-alone utility now.

==== CL 13154 ====
@FIX:Fixed issue in ArtistView that would prevent it from launching the file browser on Linux if an item in $PATH was missing.

==== CL 13116 ====
@FIX:Do not display "QB_CONVERT_PATH(...)" in output path.

==== CL 13077 ====
@FIX:Fixed crash bug when using the search function
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